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Chika Okafor
I believe that the Bulls will acquire Dwight Howard AS LONG AS Howard is not opposed to
playing in Chicago. Believe it or not, this recent CP3 to Lakers trade has improved the Bulls'
chances of landing Howard because the Bulls now have a better package than the Lakers to
offer the Magic. The Lakers will have to make another 3-team trade to acquire Howard and
how likely is it that a team can pull off two 3-team trades in one season to acquire 2
superstars? In my opinion, very unlikely.

Like ·  · 17 hours ago via mobile · 

5 people like this.

day Ro  u betta pray Bynum is still
healthy by new years
16 hours ago · Like

J your done..you just better hope the bulls make a
deal..otherwise they not comin out the east
16 hours ago · Like

day What does that have to do with
the lakers you always bring up the bulls when there not the topic
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and bulls win come out the east watch
16 hours ago Ŀ Like

 cuz i know thats your whole agenda
16 hours ago Ŀ Like

day Look at the status I'm
commenting on the status it's. Not my fault Kobe won't see another
ring
16 hours ago Ŀ Like

Chika Okafor J  As currently constituted, the Bulls are not
better than the Heat. Have you forgotten the 2011 Eastern
Conference Finals?
16 hours ago Ŀ Like

day No we're 3 days into free agency
I'm not concerned about the bulls the topic is clearly LA bulls will
make a move the right move and win it all potentially
16 hours ago Ŀ Like

Jor  not so fast. go back to espn.
15 hours ago Ŀ Like

eve never want another all-star in chicago (besides bein
a 6ers fan). takin the bulls to the conference finals against the heat
by himself, almost goin to the final...if drose can win a couple titles
wit the bulls as is, hes arguably better than MJ, who had a better
supportin cast when he finally took down the pistons
14 hours ago Ŀ Like

R  ^ i would love for that to happen but there are too
many teams with star power nowadays
14 hours ago Ŀ Like
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